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ABSTRACT

Cancer-related fatigue is one of the most common and significant symptoms experienced by cancer patients. The cancer-related fatigue can occur at any stage of the disease or its treatment and has an impact on patient's quality of life, regarding physical functioning and the ability to perform activities of daily living. In addition, it is associated with psychological distress. There is no agreement between various authors about the definition and measurement of cancer-related fatigue. There is a range of scales which measure cancer-related fatigue based on unidimensional or multi-dimensional perspective. This review aims to identify available tools applied in practice for the measurement and evaluation of cancer-related fatigue and discusses important conceptual and psychometric characteristics of these instruments.
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INTRODUCTION

Cancer-related fatigue has been defined as „Sustainable subjective feeling of tiredness, related to the oncological disease or its treatment, which interferes with normal functioning‟ (1). Fatigue is a widespread symptom in cancer patients and cancer survivors, which can occur in any stage of disease, during the treatment (2), in advanced stage of disease (3), as well as in cancer survivors (4) and to last for a long period after completion of treatment. According to the up-to-date definition by National Comprehensive Cancer Network (5), cancer-related fatigue is a limitation of physical and mental capacity, which occurs in relation to the medical treatment, has a significant impact on patient’s activity and cannot be reduced despite adequate rest and relaxation. Therefore, the term "fatigue” as tiredness is not sufficient to cover a range of various manifestations of the problem. (6, 7) define cancer-related fatigue as multi-dimensional construct with typical symptoms; physical (physical exhaustion, fatigue), psychic (depressed mood, sadness, irritability, hopelessness) and cognitive (impaired concentration and memory).

Spreading of cancer-related fatigue described in medical literature varies widely 14-99% (5, 8). At the stage of diagnosis, up to 40% of patients complain of fatigue, this percentage grows up to 90% in the course of treatment (9). Almost all patients experience fatigue during the treatment of an oncological disease - with 90% of patients treated with radiotherapy, and with 80% of patients treated with chemotherapy. The frequency of fatigue can vary widely, also in dependence on what measurement tool has been used (10).

Recognition of the importance of fatigue for patients’ psychosocial and cognitive functioning, its impact on the affected people’s quality of life, has enhanced the development of a wide range of instruments for assessment and diagnosis of this symptom (11).

Over 20 different tools have been applied in practice in order to assess one or more dimensions of cancer-related fatigue. Unidimensional tools are normally focused on the identification of the occurrence and severity of fatigue, while multi-dimensional ones examine its impact on physical, social, emotional, and cognitive functioning. Development of guidelines for cancer-related fatigue by National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) (12), the initial formulation, preliminary tests for diagnosis are the state-of-art achievements in assessment and management of this symptom.
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The aim of this study is to review the available scales for measurement of cancer-related fatigue and discuss their clinical and psychometric characteristics. This review would be a useful step towards the achievement of overall assessment of the fatigue in clinical practice, as well as its recognition and management (13, 14).

**QUESTIONNAIRES FOR ASSESSMENT OF FATIGUE, USED ALONE OR IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER TOOLS.**

1. **VAFS (Visual Analog Fatigue Scale)** (15). VAFS is used for assesses fatigue severity. Present 10-cm line with 2 end points “I do not feel tired at all” and “I feel totally exhausted”. Measurements are performed four times on each test day, at 7.00, 12.00, 17.00 and 21 hours. The scale is able to detect specific fatigue profiles over a daily period in healthy persons and in cancer patients.

2. **HADS (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale)**(16). Selfassessment questionnaire to determine the presence of intense anxiety and depressive conditions. It contains 2 subscales: anxiety and depression, and 14 questions that assess independently nonsomatic symptoms of anxiety (HADS-A) and depression (HADS-D). The possible scores for depression and anxiety range from 0 to 21 with normal scores ranging from 0-7 and scores of 8-10 indicating borderline depression or anxiety. The internal consistency is good for both subscales, respectively, anxiety and depression; (α = 0.785; α = 0.841).

**UNIDIMENSIONAL QUESTIONNAIRES USED FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF FATIGUE.**

1. **BFI (Brief Fatigue Inventory)** (17) The Brief Fatigue Inventory is used to rapidly assess the severity and impact of cancer-related fatigue on daily functioning over the past 24 hours. There are 9 items in the scale. Three items ask patients to rate the severity of their fatigue at its “worst,” “usual,” and “now” during normal waking hours, with 0 being “no fatigue” and 10 being “fatigue as bad as you can imagine.” Six items assess the amount that fatigue has interfered with different aspects of the patient’s life during the past 24 hours. The interference items include general activity, mood, walking ability, normal work (includes both work outside the home and housework), relations with other people, and enjoyment of life. The interference items are measured on a 0–10 scale, with 0 being “does not interfere” and 10 being “completely interferes.” Internal consistency (α=0.96)

2. **EORTC QLQ-C30** (European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer – Quality of Life Questionnaire - C - 30) v. 3.0 (18).

The EORTC QLQ-C30 (V 3.0) is an internationally validated thirty-item questionnaire specifically designed for multidimensional measurement of QOL in cancer patients. It includes five functioning scales (physical, role, emotional, cognitive and social functioning), three symptom scales (fatigue,pain nausea and vomiting), and six single items (dyspnea, sleep disturbance, loss of appetite, constipation, diarrhoea and financial difficulties). It also includes two questions on patient overall QOL and overall physical condition, allowing a global QOL score to be obtained. The total score is calculated from the scales and single items and ranges from 0 to 100. A high total score for functioning scales and global QOL scale indicates a high level of functioning or QOL. Additionally global health and overall quality of life is measured. The three-item fatigue subscale has been independently validated as a separate fatigue measure. There have also been two largescale studies (>2000 patients in each) independently assessing its use (19; 20), so there are extensive data in a variety of settings. However, it has been noted to have a ceiling effect in advanced cancer patients (19) and is not recommended as a single measure in this group. Internal consistency for most scales (α=0.80).

**MULTIDIMENSIONAL QUESTIONNAIRES USED FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF FATIGUE.**

1. **MFI-20 - Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory** (21). The Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory has been validated in patients with cancer and focuses on the subjective experience of fatigue. This scale evaluates the general, mental, and physical dimensions of fatigue, as well as levels of motivation and activity. The 20-item version of the MFI has been used to assess fatigue in patients with a variety of cancers who are receiving chemotherapy or radiotherapy (22). Using this scale, higher levels of fatigue have been detected during and immediately after treatment. One study confirmed higher levels of fatigue across all five dimensions measured (general,physical, activity, motivation, and mental) in patients (23). The MFI has also been used to demonstrate the persistence of multiple dimensions of fatigue after completion of initial treatment in a range of cancers (24, 25) receiving anticancer treatment compared with
healthy individuals. The instrument has good internal consistency (α = 0.84).

2. FQ (Chalder Fatigue Scale/Fatigue Questionnaire) (26).
The Chalder Fatigue Scale is an 11-item scale that was originally validated in a general practice setting. However, its main use has been in the investigation of chronic fatigue syndrome. It is brief and easy to administer while still covering two aspects of fatigue (mental and physical). It has been used in population studies and so has normative data available for comparison with cancer patients (27; 28). Internal consistency (α= 0.88-0.90).

3. FSI - Fatigue Symptom Inventory (29)
The Fatigue Symptom Inventory (FSI) is a 13-item scale and 0–10 numeric rating scale that was originally validated in a breast cancer population. This scale measures the severity, frequency, diurnal variation, and interference with quality of life resulting from fatigue over the previous 7 days. It has reasonable psychometric properties but there is a question over its test–retest reliability. The FSI has mainly been used in studies examining the effect of chemotherapy for breast cancer (30; 31). These studies have shown that the majority of patients with breast cancer who receive chemotherapy are likely to experience some degree of CRF. More importantly, these studies have shown that the CRF these patients reported was more severe than normal fatigue reported by healthy controls. In follow-up studies using the FSI, patients with breast cancer reported significantly more fatigue for longer periods-months and even years following completion of treatment (32; 29).

4. PFS - Piper Fatigue Scale (33).
The revised Piper Fatigue Scale (PFS) was primarily validated in patients with breast cancer and, as such, might have limited generalizability to patients with other cancer diagnoses. It is used for assess fatigue severity. Assesses 4 dimensions of fatigue - behavioral, affective, sensory, and cognitive. Contains 22 items and 0–10 numerical rating scale. Longitudinal studies using the PFS as a measure of fatigue have demonstrated persistent and elevated levels of fatigue across multiple domains in patients with various cancer diagnoses compared with controls (34; 35). There are limited data on the psychometric properties of the revised scale for use in cancer patients although data are available in other populations. Internal consistency (α = 0.97). Total score (α = 0.96), and the different scales, behavioral, affective, sensory and cognitive dimension respectively (α = 0.896; α = 0.96; α = 0.96 and α = 0.91) (36).

5. SCFS - Schwartz Cancer Fatigue Scale (37).
The Schwartz Cancer Fatigue Scale is a 28-item scale and 1–5 rating scale with 1, “not at all,” to 5 “extremely”, that was validated in a mixed cancer population undergoing treatment. Assesses 4 dimensions of fatigue - physical, emotional, cognitive, and temporal “In the prior 2 to 3 days”. The Schwartz Fatigue Scale has been used successfully in a number of interventional trials to assess the impact of exercise on the experience of fatigue in women with breast cancer (38; 39). Construct validity was proved by differences of established fatigue among patients undergoing treatment at the moment, and those who have completed treatment and results of visual analogue scale for fatigue. Internal consistency (α = 0.96).

6. FAQ-Fatigue Assessment Questionnaire (40).
FAQ characterizes fatigue in terms of physical, affective, and cognitive aspects. Contains 20 items, (11 items of physical, 5 of affective, and 3 of cognitive fatigue) plus a single item on sleep disturbance, each assessed on a 4-point scale. The FAQ has been developed based on thorough interviews and tested on a large mixed sample of cancer patients. Internal consistency of the questionnaire was supported by the Alpha Coefficient 0.90 (Cronbach). A difference was found in physical tiredness for patients with different types of cancer (p = 0.008) but this was not the case for affective and cognitive tiredness. More fatigue feelings were experienced by cancer patients with advanced disease than by patients in remission and this was true for physical fatigue (p = 0.0001), affective fatigue (p = 0.01), cognitive fatigue (p = 0.02) as well as for fatigue intensity (p = 0.0001) and distress (p = 0.0001). This group of patients also experienced significantly higher levels of depression and anxiety (p = 0.0001).

7. CFS-Cancer Fatigue Scale (41).
The CFS is a 15-item scale composed of 3 subscales (physical, affective, and cognitive subscales) and 1–5 numeric rating scale with 1, “no,” to 5, “very much.” Three hundred seven cancer patients participated in the validation phase. The CFS had good stability (average test–retest reliability r=0.69, P< 0.001) and good internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for all 15 items=0.88).
DISCUSSION
Cancer-related fatigue is a highly prevalent and debilitating symptom experienced by most cancer patients during, and often for considerable periods after treatment. The recognition of the importance of CRF to patients’ psychosocial and cognitive functioning, as well as to their quality of life, has driven the development of a wide range of assessment tools for screening and diagnosis of Cancer related fatigue. The examination carried out showed the range and quantity of available and validated tools for specific measurement and reliable assessment of cancer-related fatigue. Many of the tools differ in terms of their psychometric characteristics. The unidimensional ones examine the availability or lack of fatigue. A small number of them focus on the severity of tumour-related fatigue and its relation to various aspects of patients’ lives. The multi-dimensional tools examine the influence of fatigue on physical, emotional, cognitive and social functioning of affected patients, but a few of them cover all the three – physical, emotional and cognitive – components of fatigue (37; 41; 42). The full assessment of fatigue and psychic functioning in cancer patients requires combination between multidimensional cancer-related fatigue questionnaires and specific psychological scales (anxiety and depression scales - HADS) (43).

CONCLUSION
1. The presence of multiple scales to assess cancer-related fatigue, which can be divided into two main categories.
2. Unidimensional measures are often single-question scales that generally focus on identifying the occurrence and severity of cancer-related fatigue.
3. Multidimensional scales measures physical, behavioral, affective, sensory, and cognitive aspects of cancer related fatigue.
4. The full assessment of fatigue and psychological functioning in cancer patients requires combination between multidimensional cancer related fatigue questionnaires and specific psychological scales (anxiety and depression scales).
5. Adequate monitoring of cancer-related fatigue can contribute to the development more appropriate treatment strategies, palliative or curative, which in turn may enhance understanding of this syndrome.
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